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Buildship 1.0 - Released June 24th, 2015
Buildship 1.0 - Thank you

• Wayne Beaton & Mike Milinkovich (Eclipse Foundation)
• Markus Knauer (Eclipse Source)
• Simon Scholz (Vogella GmbH)
• Donát Csikós (Gradle)
• Cedric Champeau (Gradle)
• Rene Gröschke (Gradle)
Vision

Make Eclipse more powerful
Have a single truth of build logic
Buildship 1.0 - Features

- Project Import
- Project Creation
- Task View
- Task Execution
- Task Execution Progress
Buildship 1.0 - Demo
Buildship 2.0 - Coming soon

- Fine-grained Operations Progress
- Build Insight Views
- Test Execution
- Test Debugging
- Project Conversion
- Task Glossary
- ...
github.com

https://github.com/eclipse/buildship
projects.eclipse.org

https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/tools.buildship
Get it!

• Buildship 1.0 is available from within Eclipse Mars (Eclipse Marketplace) https://marketplace.eclipse.org/content/buildship-gradle-integration

• Buildship 1.0 is available from eclipse.org download.eclipse.org/buildship/updates/e45/releases

• Buildship 2.0 will be available in the Eclipse Mars SR1 packaging https://wiki.eclipse.org/Mars/Simultaneous_Release_Plan
About Gradle

Gradle makes the impossible possible, the possible easy and the easy elegant.

Gradle Inc., formerly known as Gradleware, is a technical service and support company focused 100% on Gradle. Our founders created Gradle from scratch, and our consultants are all core contributors.

We offer training, consulting, open source development, and support to some of the biggest players in software today.